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The main objective of this study is to examine the relationship between retention factors and career commitment. The five factors that measured retention were compensation, training and development, job characteristic, supervisor support and promotion.

Data were gathered through questionnaire survey of employee at ACM Sdn. Bhd. (n=253). Correlation and regression analysis were used to examine the relationship between retention factors and career commitment. The results indicated that compensation, training and development, job characteristic, supervisor support and promotion were positively correlated with career commitment. The multiple regression results suggest that compensation were the most important factors in influencing career commitment. The findings were discussed and recommendations for further research were also addressed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

A question several researchers and those managers and supervisors in organizations may ask is “why should retention of employees be important?” Employee retention and why employees turnover are two most important topics in organizational research. When retention rates are low, extra time and money are spent on recruiting, selecting, and training new employees that could have been spent on other activities like performance improvement or career development of employees (Abbasi and Hollman, 2000; Arkin, 1997; Muchinsky, 1997; Sightler and Adams, 1999). Additionally, with low retention levels organizations may experience a decrease in performance, efficiency, and morale, and an increase in the disorder of social networks, group cohesion, and communication (Sightler and Adams, 1999). As Day (2000) argued, if companies cannot retain their employees, “the economic results could be devastating for an organization. A substantial amount of value could potentially end up employed by a competitor, or . . . become the competition”.

Furthermore, for organizations, the high cost of recruitment and selection (Pfeffer, 1998), the lag and productivity loss during the assimilation period (Davies, 2001), the likely loss of business opportunity (McCallum, 1988; Walker, 2001), poor customer relationship (Clarke, 2001; Messmer, 2000), and hidden cost of loss productivity (Das, 2002) have
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